Traxon CDMP
Quality Monitoring and Reporting Based
on Cargo iQ Specifications
Cost efficiency and service quality are top priorities in the
airfreight industry. Process optimization plays an important part
in achieving these goals. Cargo iQ has specified globally accepted
standards based on the defined Master Operating Plan (MOP) for
quality management in air cargo business. CHAMP’s Traxon CDMP
(Cargo Data Management Portal) is an intelligent and intuitive tool
to measure performance and initiate process improvements, making
Cargo iQ certification easier.

Benefits
Transparency and process improvements raise
customer satisfaction

Improves supply chain visibility
Identifies areas for process improvement
Ensures timeliness and accuracy of data
Pinpoints shipping and messaging failures
Enables corrective action via alerts
Enables real-time recovery to meet service
commitments
Measures shipper’s KPIs
Allows time-definite services to be delivered
reliably
Reduces operating costs
Facilitates quality optimization according to
Cargo iQ standards
Helps with eAWB and
paper-free processes
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Proven solution: Monitoring about 50 % of
Cargo iQ shipments
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Traxon CDMP empowers airlines and forwarders to measure
the performance of air cargo processes according to Cargo iQ
standards and beyond. The service can be customized to meet
individual business needs and further drive improvements.
It helps to identify process weaknesses and pinpoint
improvements needed to enhance performance and customer
satisfaction.
Traxon CDMP connects different participants of the air cargo
supply chain, increasing transparency, reducing the time and
money spent on manually tracking shipments and improving
the management of service failures. Fewer service incidents
help improve consistency, which enable planning and
workloads to be carried out more effectively. Traxon CDMP
drives “delivered as promised” performance, which results in
cost savings and a better service quality leading to reduced
claims and creating opportunities for revenue growth.

Simpler Cargo iQ certification
Traxon CDMP is CHAMP’s solution for straightforward
Airport-to-Airport (A2A) and Door-to-Door (D2D) Cargo iQ
certification. Our knowledge and unparalleled experience
facilitate quick customization and integration with a
company’s own IT system.

Features
Shipment management on consignment basis
· Route map creation
· Route map monitoring and alerting
· Extensive search criteria for consignments
· Full messaging, discrepancies, and EHCs
history
· Optional FSR/FSA polling functionality
Shipments management on flight basis

Configuration
· Customize milestones & offsets (down
to station level), lanes, areas/regions/
stations, EHCs, alerts, and many more

Automated reporting
· Cargo iQ mandatory reports
· Detailed analysis reports for corrective
actions

Sophisticated web-based application

Optional customized data feed into external
systems
Optional advanced Track & Trace application
based on Traxon CDMP data

Traxon CDMP empowers
airlines and forwarders to
exceed Cargo iQ quality
standards
Monitoring shipments and corrective actions made
easy
Traxon CDMP is a web-based service with an innovative
architecture. Based on booking information and (configured)
offsets, the application calculates efficient route maps and
defines the planned times according to which Cargo iQ
milestones should be met. It supports route map monitoring
on consignment level as well as performance reports, including
a cumulative history of actual performance versus planned.
The application not only triggers alerts with errors such as if
milestones are missed, but also proactively facilitates quick
corrective action. Traxon CDMP also enables a “flight view” that
allows airline to view and monitor all shipments related to a
particular flight, which helps to simplify the handling process
at stations.
Easy-to-read graphics and exception coding facilitate
root cause analysis of failures. Monthly reports provide a
comparison with other Cargo iQ members on a level playing
field. The application generates mandatory Cargo iQ, as well as
customer specific reports.
Traxon CDMP uses existing cargo messages and thereby
reduces the need forexpensive development, integration, or
host system modifications. Messaging can take place via Traxon
cargoHUB or a third party CCS. Traxon CDMP is also interCDMP-capable, allowing real time data exchange and total
visibility between Cargo iQ partners using different
applications.

Each route map is visualized on-screen with different colors showing the status of each milestone: green = success; red = failure; blue = planned
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Step by step to process
excellence
Defining the route
Traxon CDMP uses Cargo iQ defined milestones to build a route map for a shipment. For Cargo iQ Airport-to-Airport the route
map outlines a consignment’s journey from origin to destination airport, based on service levels agreed with the forwarder.
For Cargo iQ Door-to-Door, the route map shows a consignment’s journey from pickup location to origin airport and from
destination airport to delivery point. By combining these route maps, Traxon CDMP provides a full visualization of a
consignment’s journey from door-to-door.

Measuring performance using a common standard
Message updates (FSU) are sent when each milestone is completed. Traxon CDMP then checks operational performance
against the planned milestones, updates the current status of the consignment, and notifies related partners of exceptions.
In addition, Traxon CDMP also checks the timeliness of the messages reporting the operational performance. Based on the
CDMP data, a track and trace tool can be embedded into an airline’s or forwarder’s own website or to be used as a mobile App. It
provides shipment tracking information, as well as a visual representation of all Cargo iQ milestones and service failures.
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Traxon CDMP utilizes standard industry messaging for Airport-to-Airport route maps including FWBs (electronic AWB) and FSUs (status updates). For
Door-to-Door customized messages can be flexibly defined between CHAMP and the freight forwarder
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Our Portfolio
CHAMP Cargosystems provides the most comprehensive range of integrated IT solutions and distribution services for the
air cargo transport chain. Our portfolio spans Cargo Management Systems, messaging and integration services through our
Community Integration Platform and a comprehensive suite of eCargo solutions. These include applications to meet customs
and security requirements, quality optimization, as well as e-freight and mobility needs. The products and services are well
known under the Cargospot and Traxon brands.

About Us
CHAMP Cargosystems aims to maximize the efficiency and capacity of air
cargo supply chain by providing a wide array of integrated IT solutions and
distribution services. As of January 2022, it is a wholly owned subsidiary
of SITA. CHAMP serves over 200 airlines and GSAs, and links these with
some 3,000 forwarders and GHAs worldwide. Its solutions evolve with ever
changing times to meet the needs of global transport logistics and facilitate
trade.

For further information see: www.champ.aero

CONNECTED THINKING FOR THE AIR
CARGO COMMUNITY
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CHAMP®, CHAMP Cargosystems®, Cargospot® are registered trademark rights owned by CHAMP Cargosystems S.A., Traxon® is a registered trademark right which is used with
the consent of the owner. Specifications subject to change without prior notice. This literature provides outline information only and (unless specifically agreed to the contrary by
CHAMP Cargosystems in writing) is not part of any order or contract.
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